Water Smacker Instructions
We now include a 32 oz clear plastic PET, lab grade, non-toxic bottle. You can
also smack the 32oz. water bottle purchased at the local market. The plastic
must be thin. PET clear plastic has the correct dielectric properties. Too thick of
plastic will not work. Smaller bottles will charge, but more time will be needed to
charge the water. No glass, aluminum or stainless flask of any metal will work, it
can short the unit. Many are concerned about PET plastic as being toxic
petroleum product, but is only in danger when expose to sunlight for long periods
full of water. PET was designed to carry water for drinking. The clear PET plastic
bottle we send with the unit, is designed for beverages and does not contain any
petroleum residues.
BEWARE! Do not drink from the bottle after charging over night it will shock your
lips with a static charge!!! If you put your finger in the water it WILL SHOCK YOU!
BEWARE, pour the charged water into a drinking glass or another plastic bottle
or cup. This is one way to know your unit is working, by getting a shock with your
finger, when you touch the water, it will not hurt BUT WILL startle you!
Do a pH test on the store bought bottle of water. They are suppose to bottle the
water at 7.0 pH, but shelf life at the local market can be 6 months and the water
will lose the ph to more acidic level. With the provided reagent test drops, pour 2
tablespoons of the drinking water (10cc) into a glass and use 2 to 3 drops and
mix/shake and notice the color, to the chart below. Next charge the water and
test in 8 hours from now. (over night) You will see the pH go up 1 to 2 units (
6.0pH to 7.0/8.0 pH), if you leave it for another day, the pH reading will go up
more .5 to 1 level more.
WATER You can smack your favorite brand of bottle water. Do a pH test before
and after the smack test, over night charge of 8 hours is enough. Two days give
a stronger shock to your finger touching the water in the plastic bottle. Pour water
into a drinking glass after smacking the water. We recommend to use water from
a R.O filtered water (reverse osmosis) or your own spring water. We sell a 5
stage RO unit for $200.00, the yearly replacement filters only cost $10.00 Watch
out cheap RO water units charge $100 to replace the filters. Never buy store
bought water again. Charge your water continually. Tested spring/well water is
another good source, if your water does not have to many contaminants, the

charge will only increase the contaminants! Filtered spring/well water is best.
Another way to make distilled water is with a homemade SOLAR WATER
DISTILLER. Learn to make clean drinking water from contaminated water by
condensation under window glass. DO NOT USE MUNICIPAL TAP WATER!!! It
contains chorine and fluoride and other chemicals that can increase in toxicity,
with the smacker.

Pour the smacked water from the plastic PET bottle into a drinking glass or my
nalgene canteen I take with me in the car for the day. If you leave a little water in
the plastic cup and fill to the top and charge it again, it will charge faster. Plan to
continually charge water for the next user, family member.
The unit will NOT short. The circuit is protected from shorting. Do NOT touch the
cathode on inner aluminum shielding inside the tube, while ON, it will give you a
static shock. The WATER SMACKER should work for years to come. To test if
the Water Smacker unit is working, place a long screw driver with an insulated
handle. Turn on the WS, and place the long metal screwdriver or round file,
inside the resonant chamber, touch the alum. sheeting deep inside the tube and
move the middle of the screwdriver near the handle to the center SS rod, as you
get close to the SS rod, about ¼” away, it will show a blue spark and you can
hear the static pulsing. It can not short. The spark will show the unit is working
and ready to smack some water.
We offer a 2 year warranty. Bob says the circuit cannot short and should last
indefinitely. WaterSmacker.com Contact us 805-995-4809,
info@watersmacker.com

